
CHAPTER VII 

PLASMA DIFFUSIOU IN A MAGNETIC FIELD. 
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INTH.ODUCTI O!T 

It is now f~1irly well established that the brealt

down of e. gas apecia.ll~ under a ·radio frequency or microwave 

excit$t1on is mainly dependent upon two principal factors 

namely generation of electrons under the applied field and 

the loss due to diffusion and mobility and if the gas is 

an electron attaching one then the loss is also due to 

electron attachment. To study the effect of a transverse 
I 

·or a long! tudina.l magnetic field on the brea1tdown c ba.racte

riatica o:f these gases a large nUQlber of experiments over a 
I 

wide range of magnetic field, prei:~sure. and ~tr.equency of the 

applied fiela has been undertaken in this la~oratory. The 

effect of magnetic field on the diffusion of electrons baa 

been considered in the analysis of these results by assu

ming after Townsend and Gill (193r) that .the diffusion 

coefficient in a direction transverse to the magnetic field 

is reduced according to the expression 

'D H = -
1
--v--=--,... 

+WI3 'r 

. where We, · = cycl.otron .frequency 

~ = time of collision between aucceaaion encoun* 

, __ tera ... It can easily be deduced from equation {7.1) that if 
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1\ 1-t = diffusion length. of th·~ e;tectron in presence of 

magnetic field 

A ~ diffusion length in th$ absence of magnetic field~ 

Then 

"~. = [ 1 + w~ '1-1 'h 
1\ -:- (7. 2) . 

Based on equation ( 7 • 2) bree.kdotm fields in various ga.see 

exci·ted by radio f.re(!uency or microwav~ fields in presence 

of transverse magnet:l.c f:i.elds have been calculated and it 
. . . . 

has been observed that som~ desorepanciea do occur between. 

the theoretically calculated values and the experimental 

results. Ith~s however, been observed by Bobm, Burhop, 

Massey and Williams (194-,) that some d-rain diffusion me

chanism enabled. an arc plasma to escape across the magnetic 

field at a speed much faster than that predicted by the no

rmal diffusion theory. The above authors developed a theory 

which snowed that diffusion coefficient should vary inver

sely asH and not as n2 as ahown by equation (7.1). Bicker

ton and Von Engel ( 1956) sho\ved however that the positive 

· column behaved in accordance with the normal diffusion the

ory upto a magnetic field of 500gauss~ In extending these 

experiments to atronger magnetic fields and to longer tube 

lengtlle Lehn.ert ( '~.s 8 ) made the important observation that 

thtJ xmsi tive column sudd4mly became unstable and the trans

ver:Je dif'fua1~on increased greatly when the axial magnetic 

field exceeded n. certain ori tical v!Uue!. Most of the 
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theoretical work in this line has been reviewed by the Hoh 

( 1961 ). To test the validity of equation (7.2) which has 

been utilized in the analysis of almost all breakdown re- . 

sults in magnetic .field it is proposed to undertake ·an 

experiment in which the diffusion length cru1 be obtained 

from dec. conductivity measurement of the ionised gas at 

different pressures and under .different •agnetic fields. 

The investigation of the dependeilce of the diffusion coe

fficient on magnetic field is also of considerable impor

tance because the nature of' particle loss i:n a hot plasma . . 
confined by a magnetic .)':'ield plays a. distinct role in the

rmonuclear reactions. Wi·th these objects in vie·w the pre

sent wo~k has been undertaken and results are reported in 

case of hydrogen, oxygen and air~ 

The experimental arrangement is shown in fig. 7.1. 

The discharge is excited in-a cylindrical glass tube of 

length 26 em_.' and inner diameter 3.8 em. fitted with two 

circular copper electrodes each o:f diameter 2 om. and the 

diat~oe of s aparation between the two electrodes being 

19 em~ The regulated voltage from a stabilized power supply 

capable of supplying a steady voltage of 1000 volt e, and 20 

milli ~mp. current excites the discharge. Two rectangular 
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brass plates ( 4 em. x 1 em. ) _are placed within the dis

charge tube·with t~eir surfaces parallel to the axis of 

the tube and separated by a distance of 2.5 em. A_dr,y 

battery wj.th var~able tapping (total voltage 18 volt~) 

is connected to the ·tAvo brass plates through a microamme

ter. The tube is tho;coughly clea.'tled and dr:led and placed 

within the pole pieces of an electromagnet so that linea 

of .force are perpendicular both to the length of the dis

charge tube as well as to the direction of the variable 

· d.c~ supplied to the two brass electrodes fr.om the dry 

ba.ttery.The pole pieces he.ve the diameter of -,.5 em. and. 

the separation between them is 7.8 em. The electromagnet 

is energised by a stabilized power supply and the magnetic 

field has been measured by an accurately calibrat~d gauss 

meter. Tlie pressure of the ge.s was measured by a calibrated 

Mcleod gaug~. Pure and dry air was used which was passed 

through phosphoruspentoxide to remove water vapour. Oxygen 

and l~drogen were prepared by. the electrolysis of a warm 
~ .... bl2. 

barium hydroxide solution in a glass~fitted with two nickel 
. . 

el.ectrodea~ Oxygen ·was cellected, from the anode 'and supp--

lied to the discharge tube after passing through con-aulphir~ 

acid~ Hydrogen collected :from the cathode was passed through 

electrically heated copper spiral and then through a series 

of U-tubes oontaining solid cnustic potash and phosphor?us 
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pentoxi~e .• 
. :; ' . 0.. 

The . mln discharge current (recorded by 11 the 

milliammeter A) is placed ~t a suitable value depending 

upon the preesure. To «ind whether any Hall voltage deve

lopes at the two brass electrodes when the magnetic field 

is applied it was observed that no current flown through 

the mioroammeter (B) when no voltage was applied to the two 
\ 

plates even f'or magnetic fields as large as 200 gauss, 

hence for these low density plasma the Hall effect can be : 

J!eglected. 

The eXperim~nt consists in measuXing the variation 
' ' 

of cUrrent flowing in the auxiliar.y circuit (recorded by 

. meter· ·B) when some voltage is applied to the brass electrodes 

with the variation of the magnetic field'·, :k'eeping the 

pressure constant. The experiment has been repeated for 

different presstiresfor·eaob.'gas. It·hae to·be particUlarly 

no'ted that the aprjlica.tion of' the magn~tic field' changes the 

value o:f' the main discharge current but'. the . discharge voltage 

· ·has _bee~· ro adjusted as to keep' .the discharge olirrent constant 

for ·a particular value oi' 'pressure. 
. ·-

'. RESULTS AND, DISCUSSIONS . 

The variation of the eurrent in the-direction 

perpendicular to the main discharge current with magnetic 

field has been plotted in case of oxygen,hydrogen & Sir 
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in figures (7.2, 7.3~ 7.4).' It is in general observed that 

in case o:f' hydrogen, the current gradually rises with the 

increase of the magnetic field and after reaching a maximum 

value gradually decreases; the value of the magnetic field 

at which tho current becomes a maximum is almoet the same 

at all. pressures, studied. In case of oxygen also similmr 

behaviour is observed for pressures smalier than 800~ 

but beyond this pressure the current decreases~ gradually 

at the initial stage and then rapidly with the increase of 

the magnetic field without showing any maxima. Similar is 

the behaviour observed in the case of air for pressure sma

ller than 100 ·f' and above this pressure the current gradua

lly diminishes w,L th the increase of the magnetio field. 
' I 

The variation of current in a transverse Tha~etic 

field in a glow discharge hasbeen aatisfictorily·explained 

prev~ously by Sen and ftupta (1971) where it has been assUmed 

after Beckman (1948) that the effect of transverse magnetic 

field is to increase the axial voltage and reduce the radial 
' 

electron density distribution. 
' 

It has been shown by Beckman ( 1948) that th:e axial 

electric field increases from 
.y Yz. 

E to E [ o( + fh l o<]. 

where 
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and dJ 

fl = t.rrr[ t-2.h~+4h3exp h" L up(:-h"} dh l 

and t ::::. 

where H is the magnetic :field ~ , the electronic mean .. 
free path and W ia the most probable electronic speed 

which is given in terms of the electron temperature 

by 

the electron velocity distribution bei~g assumed Mi=lxw:ellirurt. 

Hence putting the value· of UJ in the expression for ~ 

we get 
2.e1-tL 

-h =- m P \.9..- Trr 

where '\.9. ::::. J 8KTe 
l' 'lnlf 

\9r = random velocity 

as h 

L = mean :f're@ path at the 

electron in the gas at a 

:pressure of 1 torr. 

is a very small que.nti ty then 

and· 
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.then [ \.- l'h £ 14 - E i +·C 1 ~~~ •• 

wher.e 01 = ·constant for a particular gas, 

Further if 'YI H represents·the electron d$nsity at a 

distance ~ from the axis when the magnetio'fie1d is 

· present then the discharge current 

'\.. L H,... j'h. -""' e LE 1.+( - ••H - - I p.,.. 
p~ 

A 'ne. E. [ 1 + c H '\- ] p I p.,_ 

where 'Yl H is a functi·on o:f H 

bi = eloQtron mobili ·ty 

The~~ field at which the current beoom~s a maximum will 

be 

(7.5) 
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Further it has been shown by Beckman (1948) that owing to 

transverse magnetic f~ld the electron density at a dis

tance v from the axis is given by 

when no = elec·tron deltai ty at the axis. 

R = radius of the tube. 

;e = bi E ~ I c~:. 

~ 'Da. = ambipolar diffusion coefficient 

(7 .6) 

end Jo = Bessel fun.ction o£ the zero order and :first ldnd .• 

In the absence of magnetic field the electron 

distribution in the positive column is given by Schottk~y 

( 19 2:4 ) formula 

(7.7) 

If we substitute thf1 value of C~ (6 and from equation 

(7.6) and (7.7) 

assuming. cp ::: 0 
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then 

then from eqn. (7.5) 

as. 'Da. = 

now e v < < k Te. 
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kTe b· 
e ' 

(7.8) 

end it becomes still smaller when mul-

tiplied by --r ir -r corresponds to the radius :for unit 

cross section; then neglecting the second term within the 

radial in ~omJarison,to unity we have 

2 'Dc.P 
b· E c'/1.-¥' 

I I 

21<. Te_ p 
e E c"'- r. 

I 

. It has been shown by Von Engel· ( 1 9 & s ) that 

k-r - e. E Ae. 
le - Jk 

where k is the fraction of energy lost by -~ collision 
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. -1 

2. L ( ~ . ~l' ;-'R .Y' ) 

(7.10) 

Now if we consider the current which passes through the 

unit area around the axis of the tube then 

and from (7 .,10) 

_ · - 2. ( Te ) Y2. 
H'\'nCl.l( = 12"41 X. IO 1t . l7. 11) 

When we insert the values of "m, R e.nd e ~ Taking 

the value of Te .. and R for different gases for the corres

ponding (E/P) values (Von Engel, 19{,5'" ) 1-4-n..~l{ calculated 

for the three gases investigated is shown in table (7:~ 1) 
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TABLE 7.1 

--------,~-------,-----------

GAS 

HYDROGEN 

OXYGEl~ 

AIR 

• ' H 1 H'ln~.ceJ.culated , "l't\."-X.. Ex.pt. value 
• from eqn. (7.1) ' ' . 

27.29 

21.26 

20.36 

24 

20 

19 

-- ....... -- ... --- ... ~--- .... -- ... - ........ - ...... ~ ~ ....... --- .. 

Further the experimental. observation that the 

current decreases gradually without shovdng any maximum 

for higher values of pressure indicate that for smell 

values of H/P the above deduction cannot be regarded as 

valid. 

Based on the two assumptions that the effect 

of the magnetic field is'to decrease the radial elect~on 

density and increase of the axial g el~ctrio field it is 

noted that the current ~ 

1 =:. ~E.. 
,... 

l\ e E 
m ;;,c . 

'Y\ey.'Ae E 
m '\.911" 

(7.12-) 
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where ~ = electron densit,r 

Ae = mean free path of the electron 

1Yr = random velocity. 

It has been shown that in presence of magnetic 

field the axial electric field is changed to ~H-

where 

[ 
w ~ l '12.. 

E~ = E 1 + ~~ J 

where Wf6 = electron1cyclotron frequency 

-0 c. = collision frequency of the electron. 

Hence if ~H is the electron density in pres~nce of 

magnetic field 
). 

w~ 1 ''~ Il-l n ... e. A e. E [ i + -~ l 1.·1 3). -m '\9r .Jc. 

then from (7o12) and (7~1;) 

IH i 
T J 1 + w-n,/':)..,. · 

. c. 

( 1-14-) 

In the region of pressure 10-1 to 10 mm. where the diffusion 

theory holds tt has been· shown by Scbottk'y ( 1 .9 2 4 ) that the 

loss of electrons and H ions ia entirely due to diff*sion and 
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where "'• = axial density of electrons, 
> 

-~; = production rate of ionization, 

'!\.. = coefficients of ambipolar diffusion. 

In the balance of production rate 

it has been shown by Brown ( 19iR ) that 

where 

.;,. 1. 
..-!.. - -· 
~- /\" 

1. 
7\ 

and diffusion 'Da. 

where · A = diffusion length in absence of magnetic field 

Hence, 

'Y1 = 'l1 • J. ( '"(' ) 
(\ . (1.1S)_ 

and if A" = diffusion length :l!n presence c!lf magnetic 

field. !L'herefare 

·Then from the eqn. (7.14) (7.15) and (7.16) we have 

J. (f") 
J. ( ~) 

{7.17). 

The values of ~c. haa been determined experimentally from 
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radio frequency conductivity measurements in the three 

gases studied here [Sen and Jane. ( 1976)] and consequently 

AH/f\ c~ be obtained from various values of the magnetic 

field in these gases~ 

-The value of Y' is taken to that corresponding 

to a unit cross sectional area around the axis of discharge 
..-rl""'VI"lr tube 1~e~ 11 • = 1 

' 'Y" 

or "l" = 0 •. 56.4 em.. The variation o:f 1\ ~/I\.., with 

H~/Py are incorporated in table 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 for air, 

oxygen and byjrogen respectively and plotted in figures ( 7. 5) 

(7.6) & (7~7>~ 
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TABLE 7.2 

AIR 

--
Pressure in torr ' Valuea of 'Values 

' ' 'Y . "" / ' If\" eqn.(7 .17) ' t 
• • .... - .... ~ ... , - - ........ - .- - - ........ --=- ... -- -- ....... -- - _. ..... -- -- ..., -

.250 

0 

400 

784 

1 

2.9 

----------------~------------· 
0 1 

• 400 156.25 . 2.506 

306.25 3.430 

625 

0 1 

.600 69.44 1.536 

277.7 2.506 

. 625.0 2.746 

1111 2.077 

-- ...... - -- -- - - .-.~- -.... - - -- ~ -- - - - - ....... - ~ _. -- -
0 1 

100 0.7073 

1.00 400 0 •. 4365 

900 0.2928 

._, .... -- - .. -... - ....... ~ ... -... ·- ... ~ ~ _. -.. -- - - - ..... 
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TABLE 7.'3 

OXYGEN 

' 
~- ._. _. ......... ---- ,., ...... -----:- .... ~--- .... ._, ~---

PRESSURE IN TORR · ' VJiL UES OF 

.600 

.aoo 

1.000 

1_.6 

:· Hv /Pl--

0 

277.7 

1111 

0 

156.:5 

625 

1410 

0 

100' 

400 

900 

0 

39~06 

1-56.3 

352.3 

' VALUES OF 

. : 1\: I A~ FROM EQN. 
' {7.17) 

1 

1.484 

1.952 

1 

1·.191 

0.7661 

0.3736 

1 

0.8212 

0.5537 

0.3436 

1 

1~484 

1..593 

1.217 

0 
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TABLE 7.4 
. ' 

HYDROGEN 

---------~------,----------
PRESSURE IN T.ORR '· VALUES OF 

• 
t 

' VALUES OF 

• 
FROM EQN • 

(7.17) 
......... - - ... -- ...... ---. ,....... -....... - ..., - - ... - ...... - .... ._ -- -

.500 · .... · . 

800 •.' 

1t.,OOO 

0 

4QO 

1600 

0 

156.3 

625 

0 

100 

4oO· 

900 

1 

8.391 

1 

9tt042 

1 

1 ~721 

1.59' 

0.~7947 
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It is observed that fo~ low'values of (H/P) and 
' 

also for values of pressure lese than 1 torr the relation 

between the two can be expressed by the formUla 

where c1 is the constant. Assuming that the diffusion in 
~ 

a direction transverse the magnetic field can be represented 

by 

it can easily be deduced that (Brown,1958) 

v 

[ i +C !:L ] 
I p>-

G-IS), 

so that c, L '1-

= ( ~- v,. )_ 
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which is identical with the expresiion deduced from 

experimental results. 

The results further ~nd.io at~ that in oa.se of gases 

studied here the linear:ity ·relation between 1\:, //\, 
is valid only fo~ ~mall values 

of preferably below 20 gauss/torr i.e. for low 
c" 

'"' 

values of magnetic field and high pressure and above 

t.llis values the diffusion becomes an.amalous. 

It can thus be concluded that the normal 

diffusion loss invol~ng the inverse Yiependence 

upon the square o.f the m.agne·tic field is valid :for 

small values of H/P and above this the diffusion 
' ' .. 

loss cannot be represented by a simple expression 
'. ' . 

as eqn •. ( 7 ~ 1). Nq case o:f anomalous diffusion 

as noted by Lehnert has been observed perhaps 
~I 

be ca.uee of ·t;he low di.scharge current used in 
• '1. 

' the present in.vestig~tion. \ 
·~ \ 

~ 
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